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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
St, John Emile C layering Hankin was born in 1869 at
Southampton, England. He received the customary classical
education, attending first Malvern College and later Ox-
ford where he was graduated in 1890. Upon graduation he
entered the field of journalism in London and later in Cal-
cutta, India. In 1895 he returned to London and began
writing for The Times and Punch. It was during this period
he wrote "Mr. Punch 1 s Dramatic Sequels" and "Lost Master-
pieces". He was also occupied as a literary and dramatic
critc and became actively interested in the fortunes of the
Court Theatre and the Stage Society. Although he had for
some time previously been experimenting with play-writing,
it was not until 1902 that he wrote his first play for pub-
lication, "The Two Mr. Vsetherbys". During the remaining
seven years of his life, he produced altogether and in add-
ition to the essays, seven plays, and left at his sudden
death an eighth one unfinished. This was later completed
by George Calderon under the title of "Thompson".
The following is a list of Mr. Hankin ! s plays with the
time and place of their first production:
"The Two Mr. Wetherbys", Imperial Theatre, London, 1903.
"The Return of the Prodigal", Court Theatre, London, 1905.
"The Charity that Began at Home"," " " , 1906 #
The Cassilis Engagement", Imperial Theatre, London, 1907
m
nrPh« Constant Lover, Royalty Theatre, London, 1912.
"The Last of the De Mullins", Haymarket Theatre, 1908.
"The Burglar Who Failed", Criterion Theatre, 1908.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2013
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THE DRAMATIC ART OF ST. JOHN HANKIN
I
The Historical Background
The position in the dramatic world which should be ac-
corded the works of St. John Hankin can be established only
by placing them in a proper perspective. As it is obvious
that we have advanced considerably since his day we should
not judge altogether by the literature that has since ap-
peared for it is to a large extent the outgrowth of the ef-
forts of men with just such ideas and ideals as St. John
Hankin. His position can best be appreciated, perhaps, by
a brief summary of the condition of British drama at the
time of the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
Although from the time of Congreve there has been an
abundance of material, little of it in view of our present
day standards of dramatic art has stood the test of time.
Goldsmith and Sheridan are conspicuous for having achieved
one or two plays that are still talked of and occasionally
produced. During the first seventy-five years of the past
century there are many more playwrights in evidence but the
public standards generally were low and the type of play
produced was in accordance. There was a considerable a-
mount of verse drama, modeled along the lines of Elizabeth-
an tragedy, a deplorable amount of melodrama on the one hand
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and farce, extravaganza and burlesque on the other. * Of
these, the highly imaginative, fantastic plays of Gilbert
and Sullivan are perhaps the best known to-day. Scarcely a
year goes by without a revival of "The Mikado", "Iolanthe",
or "Pinafore". Of the romantic, sentimental play, bearing
more than a trace of French influence, we have plenty of
examples in the dramatic attempts of Edward Bulwer-Lytton
and the plays of Thomas W. Robertson. These works may be
taken as a fair gauge of the plays of the time. They are
often clever, and well constructed but they contain no deep,
searching insight into the realities of life. They are full
of such plot contrivances as letters, missing heirs, dialogs,
exposition before servants, an abundance of exits, and other
expedients which are no longer considered good form on the
stage.
Such in brief was the condition of the English theatre
at the time of Hankin and his group of co-workers. There was
a general triteness of plot, a lack of sincerity and depth
of feeling and a formal, machine-made cast about the treat-
ment of the nineteenth century drama, with a decided predi-
lection for the sentimental and the melodramatic.
In his recent book on the British drama, 2 Thomas H.
Dickinson has devoted one chapter to a review of what he has
termed "the Busy NineUes". The phrase is an apt one, for it
1 Thomas H. Dickinson, "The Contemporary Drama of England",
p. 8. Little, Brown and. Comoany. 1917.
2 Ibid. Chap. 8 .
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was then that first signs might be seen of a "new movement"
in the English drama. It is at this time that the names of
Shaw, Wilde, Jones and Pinero become prominent. All of these
and of course Shaw most conspicuously and most profoundly,
have left their mark. Jones' part is perhaps most concise-
ly expressed by Dickinson in this summary:
"He saw the social obligation of the dramatist, the
social possibilities of the play, and he saw, too, that
these obligations and opportunities were violated by the
condition of the theatre in his time. He proceeded to
make appeal on behalf of the theatre to the only powers
that could bring forth a new theatre, the minds and hearts
of the people themselves.
Arthur Wing Pinero, who wrote through the nineties and
into the first two decades of the new century, was also one
of the pioneers in the movement, his chief contribution be-
ing in the matter of technique. His plays show a much strong
er emphasis upon the technical methods than upon such matters
as originality, soundness of plot and sincerity in charact-
erization.
The position of Wilde in this period has gradually
come into focus through retrospect. I© see now that his im-
portance is due not to the works that he himself has left for
us, but rather to their influence upon his contemporaries,
an influence not always hapny in its results. As a writer
of superficial, scin/tilating parlour conversation, Wilde
has never been equaled, though often imitated.
Thomas H. Dickinson, "The Contemporary Drama of England",
Little Brown and Company. 1917.
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And finally, concerning Shaw, it is scarcely necess-
ary to remark the influence which the wealth of dramas from
his ren have had upon his fellow craftsmen. He has kept his
public constantly on the alert for the past quarter of a
century. There is no estimating who or what is to be the
next target for his brilliant satire and stinging wit. Both
as a direct model and as a stimulus, the work of Shaw has
had probably the farthest reaching influence of any play-
wright of his generation.
«
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II
Hankin f s Dramatic Theories
With four such leaders already in the field, to say
nothing of many lesser lights, or at least reflections, it
is pertinent to question whether or not St. John Hankin can
with accuracy be regarded as a pioneer, and yet it is upon
just such an assumption that his reputation as a playwright
is founded,
"Hankin was one of the pioneers of the new English
group and a number of his plays are distinctly worthwhile..
••He saw the light and helped to break the way for the
new school." 1
Another critic says,
"As we read through these collected plays two things
become clear - that Hankin had a very keen 'sense of the
theatre 1 and that he was more of a pioneer than we had
supposed. . • • Thanks in great measure to Hankin himself,
subsequent efforts have carried modern drama beyond the
point he reached." 2
St. John Hankin was not a pioneer in the strictest
sense of the word. He did not take the initial steps in the
direction of a new movement in English drama, nor is it cer-
tain that if he had, he would have worn a path which the
footsteps of the succeeding generation of playwrights would
logically have followed, for Hankin had not a forceful, cre-
ative genius. But he was a pioneer in the same sense that
Sheldon Cheney, "The New Movement in the Theatre',' Mitch
ell Kennerly. 1914.
2 Review in the "Boston Transcript", March 30,1913. Re-
printed from the "London Times."
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those who settled and developed our frontier lands were as
much deserving of credit as the original explorers who
pushed the frontier lines a few miles farther westward.
This limited claim to pioneership, however, does not
exclude a certain originality on the part of Hankin nor mean
that his contributions were solely along the lines of imi-
tation of his contemporaries. He had certain definite aims,
if not theories, concerning the drama which he set up as
standards for his plays. We may criticize his aim in points
both of height and direction, but if he has succeeded in what
he stated he was attempting to do, he is in so far to be re-
garded as successful. These dramatic theories are disclosed,
of course, throughout his plays but more directly by his es-
says on the theatre which form a large part of the last vol-
ume of his collected works.
In the first of these, "A Note on Happy Endings",
Hankin states, "It is the dramatist's business to represent
life, not to argue about it." From this statement one real-
izes at the offset that we shall find in his works no at-
tempts at propaganda and hence no contortions of both char-
acterization and plot in order that he may prove his point.
V/hat he really attempts to do in his plays is given in this
quotation from one of his essays:
"We began ages before our individual birth and shall
continue ages after our individual death. We exist for-
ever in our causes and our results. But for practical
purposes we find it convenient to assume that things do
begin and do end at some particular point, and we divide
our lives more or less arbitrarily into a series of epi-
sodes of which we say, 'This one began here', and 'That
one ended there.' That is what I do with my plays. I
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select an episode in the life of one of my characters or
of a group of characters when something of importance to
their future has to be deicded, and I ring up my curtain.
Having shown how it was decided and why it was so decided
I ring it down again. The episode is over and with it,
the play." 1
This theory differs from the "cross-section of life"
theory of drama which appeared on the Continent some years
earlier, in that it provides that the play shall commence
"when something of importance has to be decided". It also
obviates the necessity for extreme compression, a device ap-
parently distasteful to Hankin. The vital incidents in a
person's life are rarely crowded into the events of any two
hours or even days. By having his characters left substan-
tially the same at the fall of the last curtain, Hankin has
avoided much of the unreality which exists in the play of
conventional conclusion. He says on this point:
"And if my plays 'end 1 at all they unquestionably 'end 1
happily, in this respect comparing extremely favorably
with the average conventional comedy which sends you out
of the theatre with a tolerable certainty that half the
marriages which the author has so recklessly arranged dur-
ing its progress will turn out disastrous failures. My
plays, on the contrary, leave their characters at the fall
of the curtain with a reasonable prospect of happiness in
the future. That is the most that life can do for any of
us, and the most that can be asked of plays which repres-
ent life, or try to do so."
If Hankin had written "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray"
there would have been no suicide at the end. Paula would
probably have expended her energies towards helping her now-
despised guests to depart, and the curtain would have dropped
1 "A Note on Hapoy Endings", Collected Works, vol. 3, p. 120.
2 Ibid., p. 121.
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upon Aubrey's looking in the Railway Guide for the first
trains to Dover.
That Hankin has applied these theories very thorough-
ly to his own writings is obvious from a glance at any of
his plays, "The Last of the De Mullins" being a possible ex-
ception. But take, for example, that dainty little curtain-
raiser called "The Constant Lover", which for delicacy of
touch and a flavor of humorous cynicism puts one in mind
somewhat of one of Schnitzler's "Anatol" sketches. Here Han-
kin does not try to "argue about life" in the least. He gives
us merely a clever, amusing little incident of what might
happen anywhere, at any time. Although his dialogue shows
traces of the influence of Oscar Wilde, the handling of the
characters, the conclusion are Hankin 1 s own. True to his
theory regarding "happy endings", nothing happens at the end.
Cecil will, we know, talk the same way to the next pretty
girl he meets and Evelyn, too, is unchanged except perhaps
for an increased warmth of feeling toward the faithful Reggie,
CECIL (taking her hand). Eve! You're going to accept
Reggie I (Pause).
EVELYN (half to herself). I wonder.
CECIL. And he'll have to tell your mother?
EVELYN. Of course.
CECIL ( drops her hand). Poor Reggie! So his romance ends
too!
EVELYN. It won't. If I marry Reggie I shall make him
very happy.
CECIL. Very likely. Marriage may be happiness, but I'm
hanged if it's romance!
EVELYN . Oh!
(Exclamation of impatience. She turns away and exits.
CECIL watches her departure with a smile, half-amused,
half-pained, till she is long out of sight. Then with
half a sigh he turns back to his tree.)
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CECIL (reseating himself). Poor Reggie!
(Reopens his book and settles himself to read again. A
cuckoo hocts loudly from a distant thicket and is ans-
wered by another. CECIL looks up from his book to listen
as the curtain falls. ) 1
Another illustration of Mr. Hankin's consistent appli-
cation of his own dramatic theories is found in his treatment
of the prodigal son theme. In "The Return of the Prodigal"
he has the wayward son come back to the parental roof, not re-
pentant, demanding support. Of course the "correct" ending
for the play would be the conventional one: the welcome of the
father, the repentance of the son and his determination hence-
forth to pursue a godly, righteous and sober life. But Han-
kin would consider this ending neither logical nor happy. No
man who has lived the life of a care -free wanderer would while
yet in his youth voluntarily submit himself to the boredom of
country life. Certainly such an arrangement would not bring
happiness to the elder brother, who can hardly endure Eustace's
flippancy, nor to the well-meaning but fogged- sighted father,
and least of all to Eustace himself.
And so instead of a touching reunion we have the prod-
igal's departure after a few days at home, the better off by
a good suit of clothes
,
nourishment, and an allowance of two
hundred and fifty pounds. k propos of his succeeding hist-
ory, Hankin suggests:
"Eustace Jackson is living in London and we often have
luncheon together at the club. He married a lady with a
considerable income who is sensible enough never to ex-
"The Constant Lover", Collected Works, vol. 2, p. 149.
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pect him to be anything different from what he is. So
they get on admirably together and he makes her the most
amusing and delightful of husbands. In fact they are an
exceedingly happy couple, and old Jackson is so delighted
that Eustace has at last "done something sensible" that
he spontaneously increased his allowance - as soon as he
no longer needed it... He is never, I think, likely to be-
come a distinguished man. That requires will and Eustace
has only brains. ... " 1
In another respect this play is an illustration of Mr.
Hankin's theory of what a dramatist should do. He does not
attempt any argument about life, does not try to use the
prodigal son as a means of pointing out a moral. He wishes
merely to set forth the incident - it is scarcely more than
such - as he believes it would happen and with such characters
as are to be found in every-day life. Of course there are
flaws to be found in his solution of the situation. If the
elder brother, Henry, had had even a normal supply of brains
he could have frustrated Eustace's designs for permanent par-
asitism, or had Mr. Jackson's election occurred the week be-
fore, let us say, as well it might, another vital weapon would
have been wrested from Eustace. Thus one wonders whether af-
ter all Hankin has not pulled the ropes a trifle mechanically
in order to get his characters and incidents into allignment.
However, the dramatist is obliged to adapt his ideas to the
demands of the stage. If events portrayed behind the foot-
lights were in each particular a reflection of what occurs to
us in every-day life, it stands to reason that no one is go-
ing to spend time and money in seeing them artificially pro-
"A Note on Happy Endings", Collected Works, vol. 3, p. 127.
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duced. He would simply put on his street clothes, gather up
his card case and make a call upon the Wetherbys, Jacksons
or Cassilis 1 of his town, and see the drama unroll itself
«
The stage, therefore, makes certain demands not to be ignored
but after due allowance has been made for these, Hankin may
be said to have applied to his own art those theories to which
he has subscribed.
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III
The Dramatic Art of St, John Hankin
Concerning Hankin' s technique as a dramatist the op-
inions of the critics vary far more they do in regard to the
ultimate rank which Hankin should hold. Some have maintained
that his characters are successfully drawn because they are
the people all around us. By choosing stock characters such
as boring old generals, fussy maiden aunts and snobbish, name-
proud aristocrats, he has given us familiar characters who
are on this very account dear to us. We recognize with pleas-
ure their little idiosyncrasies, such as Aunt Clara's in re-
gard to the position of her wool:
AUNT CLARA (feeling for wool) There J It's gone again!
JAMES (bored). Where is it now , Aunt ?
AUNT CLARA. On the floor. I had it on my lap a moment
ago. It must have rolled under that chair. Will you
give it me, please ? (JAMES puts down paper with the
least possible suggestion of irritation and commences
grovelling. Finally again emerges successful and places
it on table.) Thank you James. (Replaces it on her lap).
JAMES (eyeing the manoeuvre with strong disfavor) Wouldn't
it be oetter to leave it on the table ? Then it wouldn't
be so likely to slip off.
£UNT CLARA (placidly) No, I'm used to having it on my lap.
Other critics, among them Edward Storer, have attacked
Hankin most severely on the score of having dummy characters
who show a complete lack of originality and are not good e-
nough for the talent he possessed. In speaking of "The Re-
turn of the Prodigal" Mr. Storer says, "One wonders how a man
of Mr. Hankin' s delicacy of humorous perception could have
troubled to set up such empty figures for the shafts of his
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satire."! There is no doubt that such estimates of his char-
acters are pretty generally held among the critics. Even a
most favorable review in the "London Times "2 tells how "he took
his puppets - who were not all puppets - worked them carefully
and skillfully and saw that they dressed and danced with ap-
propriate gestures"* It would, in fact, be folly to try to
maintain that Hankin created even one character who really
was a character, who was original, who glowed with human
warmth and passion. His characterization was one of his weak-
est qualities. It can only be repeated, however, that he did
not attempt nor pretend to depict other than "stock" figures.
He appears to have believed that the usual run of people of
the English middle class and upper class society is very or-
dinary, quite stupid and intensely self-satisfied and unaware
of its stupidity. The humor of half their amusing remarks is
for us their very unconsciousness of having been amusing. The
"bad" Mr. Wetherby, Verreker and Eustace Jackson, in other
words, the villains (altogether too strong a term to apply to
such mild creatures) are the only ones who appear in the least
to be aware of the aptness of their remarks.
Hankin* s young women, particularly, are lacking in any
expression of real personality. They are all "pretty girls of
22" or "rather pretty, with charming manners". It is inter-
1# Edward Storer, "Dramatists of To-day". Living Age, vol.280.
Reprinted from the British Review.
2
* Review in the "Boston Transcript", March 30, 1913. Re-
printed from the "London Times. "
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esting to note that the only girl character who presents
any individuality appears in the most sketchy and insignif-
icant of the plays, "The Burglar Who Failed," The plot is
so simple and so obvious as to make us wonder why it was
used at all. Yet here we met Dolly Maxwell, Hankin's one
live, energetic girl. She plays cricket and hockey, keeps
her windows open all the time (a thing of which Margery
Denison is not guilty, surely) and at bedi-time her last act
is not to apply soothing creams or to take last glances at
cabinet photographs, but to see how her cricket-bat is res-
ponding to the oiling she has affectionately given it I But
Dolly is quite the exception to the Hankin rule on this point •
The very names he gives his heroines are such colorless ones
as Dolly, Ethel, Mabel and Margery. Janet de Mullin, his
most serious attempt at sympathetic depiction of character,
alone has a connotative name.
In point of plot, also, there is a tendency toward
settledness in all of Hankin 1 s plays. They are conspicuous-
ly similar in three ways. First, they are all of the draw-
ing-room type. Ethel Borridge and her well-intentioned but
selfish old mother who admitted she had " *ad her bad times,
dearie", are the only people whom onemeets in a Hankin play
who are not socially presentable. Then, too, all of Hankin 1 s
plots contain only the expected. There are no sudden turns
and twists to the theme that give rise to unexpected compli-
cations. Like the author's mind whose product they are, the
I
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plays run a smooth, even course with never a hint of melo-
drama, if one is disposed to forgive him a few passages in
"The Last of the De Mullins". And finally, they all possess
a minimum amount of action compatible with stage presenta-
tion. In "The Return of the Prodigal", the advent of Eustace,
with the subsequent pantomine, is about the only piece of real
action in the play. All that proceeds it is mere exposition,
all that follows it is a battle of wits, filled in with appro-
priate entrances and exits and , of course, the amusing by-
play of Eustace under the care of the family physician. Henry,
outraged at the attentions the prodigal is receiving, says,
"Why didn't that fool Glaisher see through you?" , and Eustace
replies, "Doctors never see through their patients. It's not
what they're paid for, and it's contrary to professional et-
iquette." 1
All this is amusing but it is scarcely action. There is
an equal dearth in "The Charity that Began at Home". Here we
have the well-intentioned hostesses entertaining a houseful of
bores and "has-beens". It is to be expected that a number of
complications should arise, but these are of quite a different
order from the kind we have on the stage to-day. There are
no boudoir scer.es, no husband-wife tangles, nothing half so
intricate nor impossible as the mix-ups that usually result
from the juxtaposition of extremes that are found in our mod-
ern comedies. The complications which Hankin gives us are more of
•
"The Return of the Prodigal", Collected Works, vol. 2, p. 198.
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a psychological character, that is to say, they arise not
out of events but out of character. A play built on such
slender lines could scarcely hold our attention if it were
not for skillful handling and the amusing exposition of the
foibles and fancies of the guests who were asked not because
they were wanted but because they were not blessed with an
abundance of invitations elsewhere. The climax is felt at
the end of the third act when Verreker, having endured to
his limit, discloses the underlying motive of the house -
party, and off go the guests hurt and angry according to
their several natures. The fourth finds the guests all de-
parted except for Hylton who gave the initial impulse to the
practice of "true hospitality", and Verreker whose engage-
ment to Margery has been announced. It is evident, however,
that he cannot breathe freely on this high.moral plane and
that Margery has ahead of her a life of hurts and disillus-
ionment. Possibly the most practical of us cherishes a hope
that the tangle may yet be straightened out but Hankin is re-
lentless in his determination to have the engagement broken
off. Accordingly he has Verreker voluntarily releasing a
charming young heiress, with his successor, Hylton, obviously
in the field.
All this goes to show on how slight a plot foundation
Hankin can construct a play. "The idea of a Hankin play",
says P.P. Howe, "is always concrete and well-imaged enough
to be readily statable in a few words, and its progress is
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never cluttered up with a lot of unnecessary ideas."
With characters who are types and who conduct them-
selves like well-behaved automatons, with plots that are
built on slender lines and lacking arresting originality,
one looks about him to find out on what basis Hankin des-
erves the merit that has been accorded him. There are his
technique and style yet to be discussed and examined as the
bases for his success. All the progress that he made seems
to be in these directions. In fact, it is almost certain
that if he had lived to place his work in the realms of
real drama, he would have done so chiefly by virtue of his
technical skill. From "The Two Mr. Wetherbys" (1903), his
first published play, to "The Constant Lover", his last,
written nine years later, all his increased ability is along
lines of artisitc development, technical skill, not along
those of characterization or plot. It is fair to wonder
whether St. John Hankin was sufficiently endowed with sym-
pathy and comprehension ever to create a real character, or
with imagination and force to develop an absorbing plot,
but it is possible that he might have travelled far in the
directions of technique and dramatic style.
Concerning these limitations, John Drinkwater says:
"Of the higher things of passion, Hankin was incapable
but he was wisely content to acknowledge his incapacity
and, working consistently within his powers, he rediscov-
ered certain artistic principles of first rate importance. "2
1 P.P. Howe, "Dramatic Portraits", p. 168. Mitchell Kennerly.
2 1913.Collected Works, vol. 1, p. 19.
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A very fair estimate of his technical ability is giv-
en by Mr. Howe:
"He is equally clear about the things that go to make
up good stage-craft, the audible and the visible things
in the dramatist's art that subserve dramatic idea in its
illumination of character; but these he did not always
achieve as clearly as he may have wished to have done....
In technical matters, in matters of the general ordering
of his stage, his taste was for neatness and the elimi-
nation of conversations that were accepted merely because
they were easy. His sense of the theatre, together with
its subtlety we see very early, when at the final cur-
tain of his play we have the bad Mr. Wetherby, newly con-
strained to accept his wife's dominion, and still very
easy in his own mind about it, going out carrying "BOTH
the bags." 1
His sense of the theatre was
,
indeed, almost unerr-
ing. There are very few evidences of bad taste or poor judg-
ment in the ways in which he handled the mechanical aspects
of his problems. He observed the dramatic unities of time,
place and tone remarkably well. Only in the case of "The
Last of the De Mullins" do we feel that he is in an unfamil-
iar environment, that he is feeling his way, as it were. He
attempts here to strike a passionate and tragic note that
is really above his power to feel, let alone to sustain and
express.
Hankin's entrances and exits are always effectively
planned and skillfully presented. The machinery is there, it
is true, but the author keeps it well-oiled so that we are
not conscious of any undue creaking and grinding of the works.
The reason back of any character's entrance is always plaus-
ible enough and his exits and curtains are many of them de-
P.P.Howe, "Dramatic Portraits", p. 168. Mitchell Kennerly.
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cidedly clever. The entrance of Eustace in "The Return of
the Prodigal" is especially good, as is the pantomine that
presently follows it. When the stage is cleared of all ex-
cept the prostrated form of the prodigal, Hankin does not
use this hiatus as an opportunity for the conventional ex-
pository monologue* Instead, we learn of the spurious pros-
tration as Eustace looks around cautiously, wrings out the
wet cloths that have been put on his forehead, grimaces at a
trashy novel near at hand, and finally hastily reassumes his
oblivion as he hears approaching footsteps. "Everything a-
bout the prodigal", says Mr. Howe, concerning this scene, "is
revealed in good order and with a proper piquancy; this mo-
ment is used in a masterly fashion, and is a true instance of
Hankin f s faculty of quietly humorous surprise. It is a mo-
ment of very good comedy indeed." *
The first curtain of this same play is decidedly medi-
ocre and the third is more so, but the second one is quite
successful. We are witnessing the righteous indignation of
the well-behaved, stay-at-home brother, outraged at the way
in which his young scamp of a brother has re-established him-
self in the family's good graces I
HENRY: It was extremely undignified and quite unneces-
sary. If you had simply come up to the front door and
rung the bell you would have been received just as read-
ily.
EUSTACE : I doubt it. In fact, I doubt if I should have
been received at all. I might possibly have been given
a bed for the night, but only on the distinct under-
standing that I left early the next morning. Whereas
• P.P. Howe, "Dramatic Portraits", p. 173. Mitchell Kennerley.
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now nobody talks of my going. A poor invalid! In
the doctor ! s hands! 'Perfect quiet essential. No. My
plan was best.
.*•••••
HENRY: (grumpy) What I don't understand is why you told
me all this. Why in heaven's name didn't you keep the
whole discreditable story to yourself ?
EUSTACE (with flattering candour): The fact is I was
pretty sure you'd find me out. The governor's a per-
fect owl, but you've got brains - of a kind. You can
see a thing when it's straight before your nose. So
I thought I'd let you into the secret from the start,
just to keep your mouth shut.
HENRY: Tck! (thinks for a moment) And what are you go-
ing to do now you are at home ?
EUSTACE: (airily) Do, my dear chap ? Why, nothing.
(And on the spectacle of EUSTACE'S smiling self-assurance
and HENRY'S outraged moral sense, the curtain falls.)
Instances of Hankin's ability to create just the at-
mosphere he desires are to be found without number. He is
never at a loss for some clever bit of stage business to re-
veal and emphasize the foibles of his characters, as for ex-
ample the incident of the electric switchboard in "The Char-
ity that* Began at Home". Another little piece of atmosphere,
symbolic and whimsical, comes in "The Constant Lover", where
the chattering of the sparrows vies with the clear note of
the cuckoo, making a quaint and effective analogy between
the philosophy of the gentle, horne-loving Evelyn and that of
the care-free, selfish Cecil who refuses to ruin romance by
the responsibilities of marriage.
Just a word or two must be said in regard to the in-
fluences upon Hankin of the two prominent dramatists of his
time, Shaw and Wilde. While he has had the successes of
neither of these, it is only fair to grant that he has im-
proved on the element which he borrowed from each. Hankin
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admired intensely the work of both of these men. In the
case of Wilde he tried to emulate especially that brilliant,
scintillating parlour conversation that was Wilde's spec-
ialty. He did not altogether succeed in this endeavor, a
failure rather to his credit than otherwise, for he had a
sincerity that Wilde never expressed. This compensates to
a large measure for his lack of the abundant native wit that
was Wilde's pride. Wilde is always self-conscious, always
aware of how clever he is being. If he sees an opening for
a successful epigram, he pops it into the mouth of one of his
characters, disregarding the laws of psychology. If he does
not have such an opening, he makes it. While this wit has
attracted much attention to his work, it hardly advance the
cause of modern drama as much as did the more obscure, more
truly British work of St. John Hankin .as Hankin f s plays are
for the most part sufficiently sprinkled with wittiness and
epigrammatic address to give them humor and piquancy, it is
a matter for rejoicing that he did not succeed in imitating
Wilde but made up the deficit with sincerity and appropri-
ateness of dialogue.
From Shaw, Hankin borrowed directly the innovation of
personal, chatty stage directions, and in this instance he
has again, possibly through failure, achieved a modifcation
that is an improvement on the original. He does not, like
Shaw, write prefaces nor give us three-page descriptions of
settings nor interrupt the course of a play with a detailed
account of a character at his first appearance. Hankin does,
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however, render his plays much more readable and enjoyable
by the confidential little comments he inserts. Only oc-
casionally does he get too personal and then not offensively
so. Again to quote Mr. Howe:
"Hankin.... hit upon a very happy medium between Mr.
Shaw*s narrative excursions and the alphabetical efforts
of the school whose plays look like a handbook of instruc-
tions for one desirous of becoming proficient in the
Morse code. His stage directions, besides adding to our
pleasure by the neatly pointed wit of their expression,
do really achieve their true function, that of giving us
exactly, or almost exactly, what we miss through not see-
ing the play in the theatre..... If we have an ounce of
imagination we can see the whole scene for ourselves, but
no foolish attemot is made to leave nothing to the imagin-
ation." 1
Hankin's debt to Shaw, however, is for something far
more precious than a mere fashion in stage directions. From
his admiration of the sincerity and intellectual honesty of
Shaw, Hankin has inculcated these sterling qualities into his
o?/n plays. His characters, it is observed, however weak and
pupret-like they may appear to us, are found upon investiga-
tion to have the courage of their convictions.
"If you cannot be what you ought
"Be in good earnest what you may;
"Be heart and soul a man of clay."
Verreker is no hypocrite. He starts out with a cer-
tain selfish philosophy and maintains it consistently. So
does Eustace Jackson. He never weakens in his resolve to
let others work while he lives on the profits of their in-
dustry, nor does he attempt to conceal his intentions. Mrs.
Cassilis, having once set her hand to the plough, does not
turn back until the last row is furrowed. This courageous-
• P.P. Howe, "Dramatic Portraits", p. 176. Mitchell Eennerley.
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ness and confidence are marked also in Janet in "The Last of
the DeMullins"; in fact it pervades almost all the important
characters in every Hankin play.
Hankin has probably bestowed on his characters uncon-
sciously a portion of his own native intellectual honesty,
but also must a good share of it be attributed to the influ-
ence of Shaw, who for the last thirty years has stood in act-
ive opposition to sham, hypocrisy, out-worn conventions and
dishonest sentiment. Arnold Bennett has said of Hankin:
"His most precious quality - particularly precious in
England - was his calm, intellectual curious ity, his per-
fect absence of fear at the logical consequences of an ar-
gument He was not one of the wretched poltroons who
say, f But if I admit X to be true I am doing away with
the incentive to righteousness. Therefore I shall not ad-
mit X to be true .'"1
It is this very capacity for detatched intellectual
excursions that is incompatible with the warmth and passion
lacking which the critcs agree Hankin would never have been
a truly great dramatist.
Arnold Bennett, "Books and Persons", p. 141. Chatto and
Windus.
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IV
Conclusion
In view of all that has preceded it is not now very
difficult to place a fair estimate on the ultimate evalu-
ation that should be put upon the works of St. John Han-
kin. His lack of creative genius prevents his being re-
garded as an innovator in any strict interpretation of
the word. It is much to his credit, though, that he rath-
er successfully followed in the footsteps of the best
dramatists of his age, those who were trying to raise the
English drama out of the slough in which it had for so
many years lain. Even if his actual works are forgotten
his efforts in defining the path which future dramatists
were to follow are deserving of credit and a due measure
of consideration.
He was a good workman, using skillfully such tools
as he had within his reach, and he characterized the prod-
ucts of his talent with grace, humor and an indubitable
sincerity and honesty.
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